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UnityTM Makes Storage Easier with Data Migration and Cloud Connector
The UnityTM unified advanced storage platform now integrates with our comprehensive set of
solutions for data migration as well as a cloud connector that allows organizations to move
data as needed for tiered storage and optimizing hybrid cloud infrastructures.

Flexible Data Migrations
Data Migration streamlines Unity implementations by efficiently ingesting legacy files
with fine-grained filtering and continuous incremental updates available to ensure
your Unity is ready for use as quickly as possible. The data migration capability
enables file migrations between heterogeneous storage volumes with deep support
for platform-specific metadata, extended attributes, and ACLs. With AI-powered
scheduling in ReplicateAI, you can continuously process incremental updates, down
to the second, or you can schedule a daily migration to run at a specific time. Beyond
simple migrations, you can create more complicated topologies for data flow.

Cloud Connector
The Cloud Connector gives the Unity the ability to connect to eighteen (18) public
clouds including Amazon S3 and Google Cloud Storage, allowing organizations to
move data as needed for tiered storage and optimizing hybrid cloud infrastructures.
This module supports AES-256 encryption for secured data.

Advanced Data Filtering
The Data Migration and Cloud Connector module includes advanced filtering
attributes so you can fine-tune your data workflow. Select to include or exclude files
based on paths, names, file types, or file metadata–integrated with data migration and
cloud connector. These filter settings can be calibrated to match your organization’s
optimal storage tier strategy.

Worldwide Providers

Regional Providers

Amazon S3
Google Cloud Storage
Wasabi
Backblaze B2
Digital Ocean Spaces
Dropbox

DreamHost DreamObjects
Aufiero Informatica
PCExtreme
Aqua Ray
MCT
Orange Cloud for Business
Cynny Space
Dunkel
1&1 IONOS
Numergy
ArubaCloud
Swisscom

ABOUT NEXSAN
Nexsan ® is a global enterprise storage leader
since 1999 delivering the most reliable, costeffective and highly efficient storage solutions.
Nexsan’s solution portfolio empowers
enterprises to securely store, protect and
manage valuable business data with a broad
product line of all-flash NVMe, unified storage,
block storage, and secure archiving. Nexsan
is a proud member of the StorCentric Family.
www.nexsan.com
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